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GPS navigators have become an inevitable part of our life. Products like the GPS navigators are
devices that help us make travelling or driving a pleasurable affair. Have you not been struck by the
very thought of having to travel a couple of thousand miles and several days of stay in motels and
hotels en route? If yes, then you are one of those many travelers who must have a portable GPS,
lest you get lost in the myriad of crisscross roads that span cities and country sides alike.

Combine your GPS navigator with an ADT Alarm System in your home and you will have a perfect
vacation travel experience. They will let you connect to the security arrangements you have made at
home. What more can you ask for a perfect travel experience?

Larger the screen on your navigator, at least, 4.3-Inch Widescreen with Bluetooth Portability and a
sophisticated GPS navigation system and it will keep you ahead on the roads even if you have little,
or only a vague idea about the terrain ahead of you. GPS navigators come with special features that
will take the efforts out of you and on to it.

When you buy a navigator see that they have features that are the envy of the rivals. No
manufacturer in the same class can offer all the features for a cheap price. In fact if value for money
is the criteria on which we are to decide the usefulness of a product then the ones with the most
should be feature, of course not to forget their durability and after sales support.

Let's see what makes GPS navigators with 4.3-Inch Widescreen Bluetooth Portable GPS Navigator
the trend setter GPS device for finding your way during travel. You must have guessed it right;
features, especially the Bluetooth and the wide screen, quality and specification, all put together
makes GPS devices the best travel companion to date.

Let's have a glimpse of the features that is so special about in the GPS Navigator.

â€¢First and foremost is the MSNÂ® Direct built into the navigator; it will actually let you give voice
commands and get a response for your queries in a fraction of a second.

â€¢GPS navigators have voice prompts that will actually guide you through busy traffic, on the country
side or even at night when there is no one on the street to guide you. It is almost like a companion in
your hand sans the expenses you will have to incur on them.

â€¢GPS navigators have features that will give you the latest traffic trends, either based on real time
information or your past usage pattern, and all that because of the special software that
manufacturers use on navigators.

â€¢GPS navigators can display your point of interest buildings on 2 or 3D view, lest you get confused.
So even if you had had only a glimpse of your point of interest in the past, this feature in the
navigator will let you recognize or reject your target instantly, and let you move ahead without a
thought. What a great way to save on time and fuel.

â€¢Auto sort multiple destinations will let you choose the shortest route to any destination and the
auto-reroute will actually let you choose an alternate plan of travel action if your original plan had to
be dropped for some reason. This an exclusive feature that not all competing products can provide
you with.
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GPSs have other features, and umpteen of them. Most GPSs have a FM radio player built in them
to give you that little pleasure you will want while traveling and the Bluetooth option will let you
connect to other device without any wires, and more. If you are tech savvy and a bit quality
conscious, then, there cannot possible be a better choice other than a GPS navigator.
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